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spending to the window height and the vaulting-level within
the church. As on the apses of the Pantokrator (p. 235) the
niches are shallow segments in plan, set back in one brick
order, and without impost moulding. In the lowest tier
three arches are introduced between pilasters, with a window
in the central arch. Above the four tiers of niches is a
boldly corbelled cornice, like that in the chapel attached to
the Pammakaristos. One cannot help admiring how an
effect so decidedly rich and beautiful was produced by very
simple means.
Details of the tiled floor and of several carved fragments
are given in Fig. 76.
For some time after the conquest the building was used
as a naval store.1 It was converted into a mosque in the
reign of Sultan Selim II. (1566-74) by a wealthy courtier,
Hassan Pasha, and was known as Hassan Pasha Mesjedi.2
Its title, the mosque of the Rose, doubtless refers to its
beauty, just as another mosque is, for a similar reason, styled
Laleli Jamissi, the mosque of the Tulip,
Before leaving the church we may consider the claims of
the tradition that the chamber in the south-eastern dome
pier contains the tomb of the last Byzantine emperor. The
tradition was first announced to the general public by the
Patriarch Constantius in a letter which he addressed in
1852 to Mr. Scarlatus Byzantius, his fellow-student in all
pertaining to the antiquities and history of Constantinople.3
According to the patriarch, the tradition was accepted by the
Turkish ecclesiastical authorities of the city, and was current
among the old men of the Greek community resident in the
quarter of Phanar ; he himself knew the tradition even in his
boyhood. Furthermore, distinguished European visitors
who inquired for Byzantine imperial tombs were directed
by Turkish officials to the church of S. Theodosia, as the
resting-place of the emperor who died with the Empire ;
and the inscription over the door of the chamber referred to
that champion of the Greek cause. Strangely enough, the
patriarch said nothing about this tradition when treating of
Paspates, p. 322.	2 Leunclavius, Pand. Turc. c. 128.
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